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Hacker Bribed 
employee

Wrong adressed 
e-mail

Some examples

Deleted personal data
Lost personal data
Stolen personal data
Changed personal data
Unauthorised access to personal data

Risky data
Data related to the following 

are considered risky:

Race or ethnicity 
Religion

Genetics of health
Sexual preferences

Criminal convictions
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yes

Data breach protocol 

Please fill out the data 
breach form and send it 

to the data protection 
officer via 

fg@moveyou.com 

Do the affected persons or organizations 
need to be informed? 

Data breach does 
not have to be 
reported to the 

Dutch Data 
Protection Authority

Please take action if 
needed to prevent 
similar incidents in 

the future

No action needed, 
thank you for paying 

attention

Contact Data 
Protection Officer. 

Do we speak of a 
data breach? 
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Report data breach to 
Dutch Data Protection 

Authority within 72 
hours after discovery. 

Inform affected 
persons or 

organizations

Lorem ipsumThere is no obligation 
to inform the affected 

persons or 
organizations

Is the unintended
receiver trusted? (C)

Is it risky? (B) 

Incident identified as 
a data breach? (A)

Did you discover a 
possible data breach 

(A)? 

Scan QR code to enter the form 

no

not 
sure

yes

Does one or more of the below situations apply? 

Appropriate measures were taken within 24 hours to 
minimize any risk for the rights and freedoms of the 
affected people and/or organizations

Informing takes disproportianate effort

Appropriate technical or organizational measures were taken 
within 24 hours to minimize the risks

What is a data breach?

identity theft
damaged reputation
financial loss

psychological damage
material damage
fysical damage
discrimination

A data breach is considered risky when there is 
a chance of: 

What is a risky data breach?

The following unintended receivers are considered to 
be trusted: 

The recipient has no bad intentions with the 
wrongly received data

The recipient will follow-up instructions like 
destroying the personal data

Regular suppliers

Parties with a professional secrecy

Trusted receivers

Data protection officer
fg@moveyou.com

085-0069099


